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1. Introduction
The extraction of B-phycoerythrin from Porphyridium cruentum has been intensively
investigated [1–3] because this pigment protein is used as fluorescent biomarker [4].
P cruentum is a spherical unicellular red alga (Rhodophyta) without an organized cell wall
[5]. P. cruentum’s ultrastructure was firstly determined using electron microscopy from 1959
[6,7]. This microalga is photoautotrophic and its photosynthesis is achieved by the lamellashaped thylakoids that host the photosynthetic material [6]. But besides chlorophyll,
P. cruentum hosts numerous fluorescent substances such as phycobiliproteins including Bphycoerythrin, R-phycocyanin and allophycocyanin whose absorption and fluorescent
properties have been well studied [8,9]. Those molecules are all located in the thylakoids: the
phycobiliproteins are organized in a hemispherical structure called phycobilisome located on
the outside of this thylakoid membrane. The chlorophyll is on the inside part of the thylakoid
[10,11]. Quantitatively, there is roughly ten times more B-phycoerythrin than Rphycoerythrin and allophycocyanin separately in P. cruentum [12]. This microalga is also
encapsulated in a sheath generated by the continuous secretion of anionic sulfated
exopolysaccharides (EPS) [13–16]. Their composition has been determined. They host a high
diversity of sugar residues including D-xylose, D- and L-galactose, D-glucose, D-glucuronic
acids [14,17,18], and are covalently linked to sulfate groups and peptides [19]. The
composition of those EPS are dependent on the cultural conditions of microalgae [20–22].
The EPS are often seen as an obstacle to the extraction and purification of B-phycoerythrin
(B-PE). In fact, the interaction between proteins and EPS can lead to a loss of extraction
yield. Some studies often highlighted the difficulty to isolate B-PE from EPS [23] and even
suggested the existence of B-PE / EPS complexes [24]. To our knowledge, no research was
published on the topic of B-PE / EPS interactions, and even less in situ on microalgae
biomass. The interactions between proteins such as bovine serum albumin, ovalbumin, whey
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protein and sulfated anionic polysaccharides (carrageenans, dextran sulfate) have been
extensively investigated in model systems by using calorimetry, spectroscopy, or rheology.
Those studies have shown that these interactions were electrostatic interactions induced by the
polysaccharide charge density at low ionic strength [25]. Those complexes could then be
dissociated by the addition of salt. The main parameters influencing these associations are pH,
ionic strength and temperature [25–32].
In order to better understand B-PE / EPS interactions, the present study aimed to examine the
behavior of B-PE towards EPS in resuspension of P. cruentum biomass submitted to several
pH and ionic strengths.

Moreover, following the approach of overcoming the obstacle of the EPS interactions during
the extraction of B-PE, two extraction processes were tested: successive macerations and high
pressure homogenizer treatment. This choice is based firstly on the hypothesis that those
methods can reduce the interaction between B-PE and EPS and secondly on their ability to be
up scaled for industrial purpose. These methods were also chosen because they were
mechanical (and non-chemical or biological), and were supposed to limit the denaturation of
protein pigments.
As maceration is a simple and common extraction method, it was carried out as a single step
in a lot of reported studies [1,3,33,34] and did not allow to reduce the amount of EPS in the
sample. On the contrary, successive macerations are expected to solubilize and dilute the EPS
after each step, thus allowing further extraction of B-PE. This is the modality chosen for this
study by using three successive macerations.
High pressure homogenizer is a more aggressive extraction method since it is expected to
disrupt complexes along with the cells themselves by applying shear forces on the system.
High pressure homogenizer treatments (HPH) for the extraction of B-PE from P. cruentum
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have already been studied by Jubeau et al.[24]. In this work, the effect of HPH with one step
and two steps was studied. After the use of these two methods of extraction (maceration and
HPH), the B-PE content was determined by spectrophotometry. More recently, the use of high
hydrostatic pressure was applied to study the extraction of B-PE [35].
In the present work, we used microscopy to follow the B-PE and bound EPS in situ. The
advantage to work with P. cruentum is that this microalgae offers interesting conditions for
confocal microscopy because of the size of its cells of 7 to 16 µm [6] and, the fluorescence
properties of phycobiliproteins and chlorophyll with excitation maximum wavelengths
ranging from 545 to 675 nm with distinct emission peaks [8]. Confocal laser scanning
microscopy (CLSM) allows the simultaneous observation of transmitted light and
fluorescence signal based on one excitation wavelength. A spectral detection enables
differentiation of fluorescent emission into several wavelength ranges [36–39]. CLSM was
already reported as a powerful method to study the phycobiliproteins composition of cells in
situ and follow the changes in intracellular phycobiliprotein content through the life cycle of
another photosynthetic microorganism (Nostoc punctiforme) [36]. Then, to localize and study
the B-PE / EPS complexes, the native autofluorescent compounds of the cells and
fluorescence markers for the EPS (bound or not) were used.

To sum-up, in order to better understand the B-PE / EPS interactions, the present study aimed
to examine these interactions ex situ and in situ in resuspension of P. cruentum biomass
submitted to several pH, ionic strengths and using two different extraction processes.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Biological material and culture conditions
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The marine Rhodophyta Porphyridium cruentum (1380-1C) was provided by the SAG
Culture Collection (Göttingen, Germany). The microalga was grown by Microphyt
(Baillargues, France) in 5,000 L photobioreactor (PBR) consisting in 1.2 km of glass tubes
with co-circulation of liquid medium and CO2 enriched air [40,41]. The PBR was set under a
greenhouse in order to control temperature (between 22 and 28°C) and the intensity of natural
light using curtains. The pH set point of 7.5 was automatically controlled by CO2 injection
and monitored by an inline Fermprobe F-235 pH probe from Broadley James (Silsoe, United
Kingdom). Air was injected continuously at rate of 35 L/min. The culture medium used is a
marine type medium, corresponding to a modified Hemerick’s medium [42]. This medium
was modified by addition of N and P up to 20 and 4 mmol/L respectively. Cultivation was
conducted in semi-continuous conditions, thus maintaining the exponential growth phase
during 85 days. Cells were harvested by bowl centrifugation at 6000 rpm during 60 min at
room temperature (maximum reachable temperature of 35°C) using a KG 8006 from GEA
(Oelde, Germany) and concentrated at the rate of around 10-13% dry weight. The biomass
was frozen at -20°C in polyethylene bags, heat sealed, and stored at -20°C. The biomass was
then dispatched in aliquots in airtight glass bottles at -18°C away from light. The total number
of freezing / thawing cycles was 2 with freezing at -18°C and thawing at room temperature.

2.2. Materials
KH2PO4 (CAS Number 7778-77-0), and NaOH (CAS Number 1310-73-2) were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Louis, USA). Isolectin GS-IB4 from Griffonia simplicifolia was
purchased from Thermofischer Scientific, USA (Alexa FluorTM 488 Conjugate). Isolectin was
used as fluorescence probe for labeled EPS. Water used in all experiments was deionised and
obtained from an Elga Ionic system PURELAB Option.
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2.3. Effect of pH and ionic strength
P. cruentum biomass was resuspended at 0.2 g dry biomass / 100 mL in different buffers and
let one hour under magnetic stirring at room temperature, away from direct light exposure. To
investigate the influence of pH, the different buffers used were 0.1M KH2PO4 at pH 7, 5 and
8.5. For each of these buffers, a version with 1M NaCl was made to investigate the influence
of ionic strength. The NaCl content of the raw material being unknown, the final NaCl
concentration of the samples might be higher. All suspensions were done in triplicate.

2.4. Impact of three successive macerations with deionized water
(1) The impact of successive macerations was assessed by resuspending 0.02 g dry
biomass in 10 mL of deionized water during one hour under magnetic stirring, away
from direct light exposure. All macerations were done in triplicate. One mL of this
resuspension was withdrawn and used for CLSM.
(2) The suspension was then centrifuged at 2570 rpm during 20 minutes at room
temperature. The centrifuge was a 541/R with F45-30-11 rotor from Eppendorf
(Hambourg, Germany). After centrifugation, the whole supernatant was harvested for
further analysis whereas the pellet was resuspended in the same volume of distilled
water as for the first resuspension (10 mL) and mixed using a vortex during two
minutes. One mL of resuspension was withdrawn and used for microscopy.
(3) Step (2) was then repeated one more time.

2.5. Characterization of supernatant
2.5.1. B-phycoerythrin content determination
The absorbance spectrum between 220 and 800 nm was measured using a Monaco UVmc1
from Safas (Monaco) and semi-micro UV-cuvettes Brand (Wertheim, Germany). Extract
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samples were diluted by 4 with the appropriate buffer to respect the Beer-Lambert law and
each modality was measured in triplicate.
The quantification of B-phycoerythrin (B-PE) in aqueous extracts was calculated using the
following equations firstly used by Bermejo et al. (2002) [1]:

[R-phycocyanin (R-PC)] (mg/mL) = (OD620-0.7*OD650)/7.38

(Equation 1)

[Allophycocyanin (APC)] (mg/mL) = (OD650-0.19*OD620)/5.65

(Equation 2)

[B-phycoerythrin] (mg/mL) = (OD565-2.8*[R-PC]-1.34*[APC])/12.7

(Equation 3)

OD620, OD650, and OD565 correspond to the optical densities measured respectively at 620
nm, 650 nm and 565 nm.
A purity index can also be calculated through the OD545/OD280 ratio. The extract is
considered to have a high purity level beyond a value of 4 [43].
The B-PE content was determined in mg/mL and was then converted in mg/g dry biomass.

2.5.2. pH determination
The pH was measured using a HI 2209 pH meter from Hanna instruments (Lingolsheim,
France) and a DJ133 pH probe from VWR (Radnor, USA). The device was calibrated using
reference buffer solution. The result corresponds to the value stable after 10 seconds during
measurement.

2.6. High pressure homogenizer
P. cruentum biomass was resuspended at the rate of 1.5 g dry biomass / 100 mL of deionized
water overnight at 5°C, away from direct light exposure and under magnetic stirring. This
resuspension was treated by a Microfluidizer LM10 high pressure homogenizer from
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Microfluidics (Westwood, USA). Ice was used to cool down the system in order to avoid
protein denaturation. The different treatments involved a one shot treatment at 70 MPa and a
two-steps treatment at 70 MPa and 120 MPa.

2.7. Confocal fluorescence microscope
Transmission and fluorescence images of P. cruentum resuspensions were captured on a
Nikon C1Si Eclipse TE 2000 U confocal microscope (Nikon, Japan). Imaging was carried out
with a ×100 PlanApo objective (NA: 1.4, oil, Nikon, Japan). The 561 nm laser diode was
chosen depending on: (i) the maximum excitation wavelength of B-PE at 545 nm and (ii) the
maximum excitation wavelength of isolectin at 488 nm. The fluorescence probe was added to
the sample at the rate of 40 µL/mL of resuspension sample. Fluorescence properties of
phycobiliproteins and chlorophyll from P. cruentum have been well studied [8,44–47]. Table
1 describes the wavelength range chosen for the detection of fluorescent substances of
interest. The fluorescence emission signal was collected on C1Si multispectral detector with a
spectral resolution of 8 nm. Wolf and Schüssler [36] reported the normalized fluorescence
emission spectra from phycobiliproteins and chlorophyll. It is worth noting, that the
fluorescence emission peaks of phycocyanin, allophycocyanin and chlorophyll overlap
between 625 and 725 nm, meaning that the channels associated with phycocyanin and
chlorophyll quantitatively over estimate phycocyanin and chlorophyll fluorescence emission
respectively. This is not the case for B-PE. The choice was made to not investigate
allophycocyanin, because of the strong overlapping of fluorescence emission peaks.
Five µL of resuspension were mounted between slid and slip cover. Calibration of detected
fluorescence regarding B-PE concentration for a given laser power was made by acquisition
of distilled water (blank) and different dilutions of P. cruentum extract (cell-free supernatants
from resuspension). The fluorescence signal varied proportionally to the dilution rate (data
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not shown). The distilled water sample did not show any fluorescence emission higher than
noise signal background (data not shown). The two used fluorescence probes were tested
individually and together with all lasers to determine false positive fluorescence emission
(possibly from autofluorescence of P. cruentum). It was observed that the chloroplast very
slightly emitted fluorescence between 495 and 515 nm using the 488 nm laser without using
isolectin (data not shown). Besides that, no interference or false positive were detected.

2.8. Statistical treatment
The statistical treatment was processed by XLStat v.14.0. by Addinsoft (Paris, France).
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to determine significant differences between
the samples for a given parameter. Significance was established at p < 0.05. ANOVA
showing significant differences lead to the use of Newman-Keuls pair test.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Confocal fluorescence microscopy image description
The observation in transmitted light picture of resuspension of P. cruentum (Figure 1A)
showed round cells with inhomogeneous content delimited by a membrane that appeared as a
white line. The whole system seemed to be kept together by an extracellular matrix, but it was
hardly visible because it appeared translucent on the picture. The presence of such matrix was
perceived during microscopic observation because of the coordinated motion of the cells. The
blurry cells and white spots resulted from cells outside the focal plane of the objective. When
looking at the merged image of transmitted light and fluorescence emission of all channels
selected for this study (channels 1, 2 and 3 (Figure 1B)), fluorescence was detected in three
areas: intracellular area, extracellular area, and spherical objects of about 2 µm diameter with
high fluorescence emission intensity in extra and intracellular areas. In this study, these
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objects will be named vesicles for more convenience. They were already observed in previous
work [35].
Intracellular fluorescence was observed in channels 1, 2 and 3 (Figure 1C, 1D and 1E) and
could be attributed to the phycobiliproteins (B-PE and R-phycocyanin (R-PC)) and
chlorophyll, which is consistent with what is described in the literature [44,48]. On the
fluorescence emission pictures (Figure 1B, 1C and 1D), the chloroplast appeared as a
fluorescent rounded shaped object with bright spots which are likely attributable to
phycobilisomes. The intracellular fluorescence emission area was clearly separated from the
extracellular fluorescence emission by a black area corresponding to the surface of the cell by
comparison with transmitted light picture (Figure 1B). This excluding space around the cells
was larger than the space delimited by the membrane (by comparison with transmitted light
picture, Figure 1A) and so, can be attributed to P. cruentum’s well-known bound
exopolysaccharide sheath [6].
The extracellular fluorescence indicates the presence of phycobiliproteins (Figure 1B, 1C and
1D) and, at a much lesser extent, of chlorophyll (Figure 1E), that were both released outside
of the cells. These extracellular B-PE and R-PC fluorescence emissions are uniformly
distributed. On the opposite, the vesicles showed a distinct round shape, with sometimes a
“capsule-like” aspect conveyed by the weaker fluorescence emission intensity in the middle
(Figure 1B, 1C and 1D). It is unclear if chlorophyll was also part of this structure (Figure 1E).
On the other hand, the vesicles might actually have included allophycocyanin since the other
two phycobiliproteins B-PE and R-PC were clearly present (Figure 1C and 1D). The presence
of chlorophyll, which is a hydrophobic compound in the aqueous phases such as the
extracellular space, could be explained by protein-chlorophyll complexes naturally occurring
in P .cruentum’s photosynthetic membranes [48] and so opens the possibility for proteinprotein associations.
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The addition of isolectin allowed the marking of the bound exopolysaccharide matrix but not
that of the sheath, which stayed visible from its lack of fluorescence (Figure 2A). The probe
interacted strongly with the bound EPS resulting in the change of aspect of the extracellular
matrix, which was different from the native aspect of the sample without isolectin. Indeed
while the extracellular matrix appeared translucent without the addition of isolectin (Figure
1A), it seemed to be solidified due to the marking and appeared clearly surrounding the cells
on the transmitted light picture (Figure 2B). Therefore, both samples, with and without
isolectin are important to consider. Regarding the channels attributed to phycobiliproteins and
to chlorophyll, no important change was seen compared to the sample without the addition of
isolectin (Figure 2C, 2D and 2E versus Figure 1C, 1D and 1E). According to Figures 2C, 2D
and 2E, the extracellular matrix, corresponding to the bound EPS matrix, was wrapped around
cells and vesicles, keeping the whole structure together. Also, vesicles happened to be lightly
marked by isolectin as well, suggesting that EPS were involved in the vesicle composition
(Figure 2C, 2D and 2E). It is plain to imagine that this extracellular matrix can prevent the
extraction of B-PE and other compounds by protecting the cells and possibly hold back
substances, by physical entrapment or by involving molecular interactions.

3.2. Effect of pH and ionic strength variations on the stability of vesicles
We hypothesize that this aggregation of phycobiliproteins and chlorophyll could result from
an association of proteins with the EPS. This kind of association between these two families
of molecules and the spherical “capsule-like” aspect of these objects could point to identify
them as coacervates [49,50]. Coacervation is defined as the separation between two liquid
phases in colloidal systems [51] leading to a concentrated colloid phase called “coacervate”
and a less concentrated phase being the equilibrium phase. In practice, the coacervate can be
solid-like with high viscosity and can be seen as a precipitate [29]. The association occurring
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is driven by electrostatic interactions and the main parameters influencing the stability of
coacervates are pH and ionic strength, acting respectively on the charges of compounds and
on

entropy

[29,52].

Regarding

sulfated

polysaccharides,

including

microbial

exopolysaccharides, the stability of the precipitates is framed by narrow physicochemical
conditions. Optimal conditions appear to be a pH value close to the isoelectric point of protein
and NaCl concentration below 0.1 M [25,27,32]. For that reason, in this study, the biomass
was resuspended in deionized water and in 0.1 M phosphate buffer with different pH values:
5, 7 and 8.5. The pH values of 5 and 8.5 are close to the fluorescence stability limits of B-PE
[53]. It is noteworthy to mention that the isoelectric point of phycoerythrin ranges between
4.5 and 5.1 depending on what specie it was isolated from [54]. Also, for each pH value, 1 M
of NaCl was added to the buffer to be in high ionic strength conditions.
For better readability, CLSM pictures presented in Figures 3, 4 and 5 were generated by
merging channel 1 (B-PE, yellow), channel 3 (chlorophyll, red), and channel 4 (isolectin,
green) when appropriate. B-PE was rather ubiquitous in all the samples. Chlorophyll typically
was found in the chloroplast of the cell, and isolectin was meant to label the EPS. By
comparing channel 1 and 2 (data not shown), it could be stated that R-PC was associated with
the presence of B-PE, so we hypothesized that so was also allophycocyanin. Given the poor
amount of R-PC and allophycocyanin compared to B-phycoerythrin in P. cruentum, it was
chosen to keep only channel 1 to mark the presence of the phycobiliproteins.

When performing ANOVA on the samples based on water and phosphate buffer with or
without NaCl, significant differences of B-PE content and purity index values were found
(Table 2, p = 0.003 and p < 0.0001 respectively). However, in the case of the samples based
on water and the samples based on pH7 phosphate buffer without addition of NaCl, the B-PE
contents and purity indexes of the supernatants were not significantly different. Likewise, the
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visual observations made by CLSM of those resuspensions were similar (Figure 3). The use
of water or pH7 0.1 M phosphate buffer seemed to be equivalent from the perspective of the
studied parameters.
In phosphate buffer with and without NaCl, B-PE content and purity index of the samples
supernatants were significantly lower at pH5 without NaCl and pH8.5 with and without NaCl
compared to the pH7 supernatants with and without NaCl (Table 2). This suggests that pH
variations had a stronger impact on the extracellular B-PE content than the addition of NaCl.
When looking at the CLSM images, the only visible change was a more “packed” aspect of
the vesicles at pH8.5 without NaCl (Figure 3). Nevertheless, this phenomenon did not occur
at pH8.5 with the addition of NaCl. It can be hypothesize that the interactions induced by
higher pH leading to the aggregation of the vesicles were suppressed by the higher ionic
strength induced by the addition of NaCl.
The fact that vesicles were still present with addition of NaCl is surprising because, in theory,
the increase of the ionic strength induced by the addition of NaCl should suppress
electrostatic interactions and thus prevent complex formation between molecules [50,55].
In conclusion for this group of samples, the major change was seen at pH8.5 without NaCl
addition with an agglomeration of the vesicles. This suggests that the interactions between the
compounds involved in these structures (presumably phycobiliprotein and EPS) were
strengthened. Also, the addition of 1 M NaCl could prevent the agglomeration of vesicles at
pH8.5 but could not visibly dissociate the vesicles at any pH value. This is contradictory with
the theory built around coacervates that states that interactions leading to coacervation and
complex formation are strengthened at lower pH, closer to the isoelectric point of protein and
at moderate ionic strength [25,27,32]. The vesicles should then likely be categorized as
precipitates.
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With the isolectin dyeing (Figure 4), the extracellular matrix appeared clearly although its
aspect was different in phosphate buffer compared to in water, regardless of the pH or NaCl
addition. The pH variations and addition of NaCl in phosphate buffer did not seem to impact
the cohesion of the extracellular matrix. However, the disappearance of extracellular B-PE
fluorescence in sample made of phosphate buffer compared to the sample without isolectin
could suggest an adsorption of B-PE by isolectin and thus the existence of protein / protein
interactions in those specific conditions (Figure 4). Since this was not the case in the sample
in water, this phenomenon could be induced by the higher ionic strength or the presence of
ions present in the buffer and could lead to a bias in the observation. However, in all samples
including the one made in water, there was a clear juxtaposition of B-PE fluorescence
emission with the isolectin marked extracellular matrix, suggesting a trapping of the protein in
the matrix network.

To conclude, pH had the strongest impact on the resuspensions in terms of B-PE content in
supernatants and organization of the vesicles. Ionic strength variations might play a less
impactful role on the interactions between the vesicles, but higher ionic strengths could not
manage to meaningfully alter the structure of the vesicles. Moreover, the resuspension in
water showed the same B-PE concentration and purity index in the supernatant than the
sample obtained with phosphate buffer at pH7 and showed the highest B-PE content in
supernatants. Resuspension in deionized water was chosen for the next experiments.

3.3. Effect of extraction processes on the stability of vesicles
3.3.1. Successive macerations
The successive macerations lowered significantly the extracellular B-PE content at each step
as shown in Figure 5 and Table 2 (p < 0.0001). The abundance and fluorescence emission
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intensity of vesicles also decreased but some of them were still present after three macerations
steps. Most of the B-PE was extracted during the first step (85 mg/g dry biomass). At the
second step, only a very small quantity of the previous amount (8 mg/g dry biomass) was
extracted. The third step allowed the extraction of a significantly lower amount of B-PE
(Table 2). Also, the purity index significantly dropped at each step along the B-PE
concentration (p < 0.0001). The same observation could be made for the pH value that did not
decrease further than 6.7 (p = 0.0016) (Table 2).
Through the isolectin dyeing, a decrease of the extracellular matrix occurrence leading to the
scattering of P. cruentum cells without their enveloping matrix was observed with the
increase of macerations steps (Figure 5). After the third resuspension step, few vesicles were
still visible between the cells and showed fluorescence emission from B-PE and isolectin
(Figure 5). That means that extracellular B-PE bound to EPS was still present in the sample
and this highlights the important role that bound EPS plays as an obstacle in the extraction of
this protein from P. cruentum.

3.3.2. High pressure homogenizer treatment
Figure 6 shows the results obtained after HPH treatment. The untreated control sample is
shown in Figure 6A. Both one-step (Figure 6B) and two-steps treatments (Figure 6C) had
similar profiles. While some cells remained whole, a lot of fluorescence-less crescent-looking
objects were visible, resulting from shear forces destructing the cells and ripping off bits of
the sheath that appear as fluorescence-less crescents. Debris with higher fluorescence
emission was also visible (Figures 6B and 6C). The treatment by HPH dissociated the
extracellular matrix through the application of shear forces, scattering extracellular matrix bits
and cells (Figure 6D). With the isolectin dyeing, debris could be identified as bits of bound
EPS matrix, and so did chloroplasts, identified by their intense B-PE and chlorophyll
15

fluorescence (Figure 6D). Besides this, very rare vesicles present in the control (Figure 6A)
were seen after one step treatment (Figure 6B) and no vesicles were observed in two-steps
treatments (Figure 6D). This observation confirmed the efficiency of the HPH treatment
regarding the disruption of cells and extracellular matrix, both representing the biggest
obstacles to the extraction of B-PE from P. cruentum. This is consistent with previous
reported studies that were made at molecular scale. In fact, some studies [56–58] showed that
HPH treatment reduced molecular weight of polysaccharides, thus limiting viscosity.
Surprisingly, there was no significant extraction of B-PE after one-step treatment but only
after two-steps treatments where B-PE concentration significantly decreased (p = 0.0115,
Table 2). The reasons could be a protein denaturation caused by the high pressure, the
elevation of temperature in the system, or both. The purity index significantly dropped after
both treatments, but this drop was not significantly different whether the one-step or two-step
treatment was applied (p < 0.0046) (table 2). This suggests that the 70 MPa high pressure
treatment could extract other intracellular compounds by disrupting the cells, but that the
second step at 120 MPa did not make any further effect besides denaturing B-PE.

4. Conclusion
Benefits of this study are numerous: development of labeling method for the observation of
EPS in microalgae, understanding of protein-EPS interactions in situ, impact of some
mechanical extractions on these interactions, and, regarding the application purpose, the
importance of the bound EPS for extraction yields.
The experiments combining confocal laser scanning microscopy with fluorescent isolectin
probe showed that the observed fluorescent objects consisted of an association of
16

phycobiliproteins (mainly B-PE) and EPS. Their stability towards pH and ionic strength
variations arouses interests since the understanding of this system could help building more
stable protein / polysaccharide complexes. The observed fluorescent vesicles do not fit in the
theoretical behavior of coacervates and may rather be stable precipitates.
Still, this experiment was made in the context of a complex environment and some
uncontrolled parameters such as the presence of endogenous ions or other proteins could play
a role in the stability of the vesicles. Further understanding of the molecular interactions
involved between B-PE and EPS of P. cruentum could be investigated by working in model
conditions, using purified protein and EPS.
Also, this study highlights for the first time in detail the importance of bound EPS matrix
towards the extraction of target compounds (such as B-PE) as an obstacle in the case of
P. cruentum biomass: this extracellular matrix, encapsulating the cells and the smaller
vesicles, acts as a shelter against disruption processes and is likely to trap target compounds
both by physical entrapment and through molecular interactions. Successive macerations with
water or HPH treatment are efficient methods to free the P. cruentum cells and B-PE from the
bound EPS matrix. However, maceration is a simple method and provides the extract with the
greatest amount of BPE and the best purity index within our experimental conditions.
Another way to improve extraction could be to frame appropriate cultural conditions and
growth phase in order to harvest microalgae with limited amount of bound EPS.

Abstract:
During the extraction processes of B-phycoerythrin from P. cruentum, the possibility of the
occurrence of extraction-inhibiting B-phycoerythrin / exopolysaccharide (EPS) complexes
was highlighted. The use of confocal laser scanning microscopy allowed the observation of
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the cells including their sheath and their chloroplast, the bound EPS matrix, and extracellular
vesicles involving phycobiliproteins and EPS in P. cruentum biomass resuspensions. The
observations were performed using autofluorescence and fluorescence marking.
pH variations showed more impact than ionic strength increase induced by NaCl addition on
the B-phycoerythrin content and the organization of vesicles. Namely, agglomeration of the
vesicles could be observed at pH8.5 without NaCl addition. With addition of 1 M NaCl, this
phenomenon was prevented but the vesicles were not visibly dissociated for any pH value.
These results point towards a precipitate rather than a coacervate, which are expected to have
narrow stability conditions regarding pH and ionic strength.
In an attempt to dissolve or break the vesicles and the extracellular matrix, successive
macerations in water and use of high pressure homogenizer process in one-step or two-step
treatments were applied to the resuspensions. The successive macerations could free the cells
and the vesicles from the extracellular matrix, whereas the homogenizer treatment disrupted
the extracellular matrix, the vesicle and a part of the cells. In our case, only the successive
macerations showed a positive extraction since the high pressure treatment caused unwanted
denaturation.
It is concluded that more experiments in model conditions could help understand the nature of
the interactions between phycobiliproteins and EPS leading to the formation of the vesicles.

Porphyridium cruentum, confocal fluorescence microscopy, complexation, B-phycoerythrin,
exopolysaccharide.

Graphical abstract
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Highlights
- P. cruentum chloroplast and EPS were labelled and observed by confocal microscopy.
- Phycobiliproteins/EPS vesicles were identified.
- Vesicles were found stable towards pH and ionic strength.
- EPS inhibited the extraction of B-phycoerythrin.
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Figure captions

Figure 1: Fluorescence emission images obtained by CLSM from P.cruentum resuspension at 0.2 g dry biomass / 100 mL in deionized
water: (A) transmitted light image, (B) merged image of transmitted light image with channels 1, 2 and 3, (C) channel 1 attributed to
fluorescence emission of B-phycoerythrin, (D) channel 2 attributed to fluorescence emission of R-phycocyanin, (E) channel 3 attributed
to fluorescence emission of chlorophyll. The bar corresponds to a length of 10 µm.

Figure 2: Fluorescence emission images obtained by CLSM from P.cruentum resuspension at 0.2 g dry biomass / 100 mL deionized water
with the addition of isolectin fluorescence probe: (A) channel 4 attributed to isolectin, (B) transmitted light image, (C) channel 1
attributed to fluorescence emission of B-phycoerythrin, (D) channel 2 attributed to fluorescence emission of R-phycocyanin and (E)
channel 3 attributed to fluorescence emission of chlorophyll. The bar corresponds to a length of 10 µm.

Figure 3: Image of mixed 1 and 3 fluorescence emission channels (channel 1 attributed to fluorescence emission of B-phycoerythrin and
channel 3 attributed to fluorescence emission of chlorophyll) obtained by CLSM from P.cruentum resuspension at 0.2 g dry biomass /
100 mL in deionized water and in 0.1 M phosphate buffer at different pH and NaCl conditions. The bar corresponds to a length of 10
µm.
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Figure 4: Image of mixed 1, 3 and 4 fluorescence emission channels (channel 1 attributed to fluorescence emission of B-phycoerythrin,
channel 3 attributed to fluorescence emission of chlorophyll and channel 4 attributed to isolectin) obtained by CLSM from P.cruentum
resuspension at 0.2 g dry biomass / 100 mL with addition of isolectin fluorescence probe in distilled water and in 0.1 M phosphate buffer
at different pH and NaCl conditions. The bar corresponds to a length of 10 µm.

Figure 5: Image of mixed 1, 3 and 4 fluorescence (when appropriate) emission channels (channel 1 attributed to fluorescence emission of
B-phycoerythrin, channel 3 attributed to fluorescence emission of chlorophyll and channel 4 attributed to isolectin) obtained by CLSM
from P.cruentum resuspension at 0.2 g dry biomass / 100 mL without and with addition of isolectin fluorescence probe in deionized water
after one, two and three successive macerations. The bar corresponds to a length of 10 µm.

Figure 6: Image of mixed 1, 3 and 4 fluorescence (when appropriate) emission channels (channel 1 attributed to fluorescence emission of
B-phycoerythrin, channel 3 attributed to fluorescence emission of chlorophyll and channel 4 attributed to isolectin) obtained by CLSM
from P.cruentum resuspension at 1.5 g dry biomass / 100 deionized water: (A) control, (B) 70 MPa treatment, (C) 70+120 MPa treatment
and (D) 70+120 MPa treated sample with addition of isolectin fluorescence probe. The bar corresponds to a length of 10 µm.
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Table 1: Description of CLSM fluorescence emission channels
Detection
Channel range
1
2
3
4

a

568-576 nm
639-647 nm
679-687 nm

B-phycoerythrin
R-phycocyanin
Chlorophyll

Maximum
Laser
fluorescence emission excitation
(nm)a
(nm)
575
561
642
561
684
561

Isolectin

525

Fluorescent
compound

488

Marked compound or structure
Free or associated protein (phycobilisome) /
chloroplast [44]
Free or associated molecule / chloroplast [48]
N-acetyl-D-galactosamine end groups and
terminal
α-D-galactosyl
residues
in
polysaccharides
/
P. cruentum
exopolysaccharide [59]

: according to [8,44] for phycobiliproteins and [45–47] for chlorophyll and for [59] isolectin.
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Table 2: Average pH value, B-phycoerythrin content and purity index of sample supernatants ± standard deviation. Data is shown as
mean ± standard deviation (n = 3). Grey lines separate the groups of samples involved in ANOVA (3 in total). Common letters indicate
no significant difference between the values according to ANOVA (p < 0.05).
Medium used for resuspensions

pH

B-phycoerythrin
(mg/g dry biomass)

Purity Index
(A545/A280)

0.2 g dry biomass / 100 mL biomass in
Deionized water
0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7
0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 5
0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 8.5
0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7 with 1 M NaCl
0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 5 with 1 M NaCl
0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 8.5 with 1 M NaCl

6.9 ± 0.0 e
7.1 ± 0.0 c
5.4 ± 0.0 f
8.5 ± 0.0 a
7.0 ± 0.0 d
5.1 ± 0.0 g
8.3 ± 0.0 b

85 ± 1 a
86 ± 6 a
79 ± 4 abc
73 ± 3 c
83 ± 6 ab
74 ± 4 c
75 ± 3 bc

1.5 ± 0.0 abc
1.5 ± 0.0 a
1.5 ± 0.0 ab
1.3 ± 0.0 d
1.5 ± 0.0 ab
1.4 ± 0.0 bc
1.4 ± 0.0 c

0.2 g dry biomass / 100 mL biomass in
Deionized water
Second resuspension with deionized water
Third resuspension with deionized water

6.9 ± 0.0 a
6.8 ± 0.0 b
6.7 ± 0.0 c

85 ± 1 a
8±1b
5±0c

1.5 ± 0.0 a
0.8 ± 0.0 b
0.5 ± 0.0 c

1.5 g dry biomass / 100 mL biomass in
Deionized water (untreated / control)
70 MPa homogenizer treated sample
70+120 MPa homogenizer treated sample

nd
nd
nd

76 ± 0 a
66 ± 10 a
48 ± 9 b

1.0 ± 0.0 a
0.8 ± 0.1 b
0.9 ± 0.1 b
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